
Tina Turner Impersonator & Legendary Ladies of Soul

https://www.kmprod.com/karen-durrant

Show Description

Karen Durrant is widely regarded as the #1 Tina Turner tribute
artist in the world.

If you are a true fan of Tina Turner, then you will surely love Karen Durrant. Not only is she the
best - she is widely-regarded as the #1 Tina Turner look-alike and impersonator in the world!
She captures all of the excitement, look and performance of the famous TINA TURNER with
seemingly endless energy, faithfully recreating the illusion (both physically and vocally) of the
Queen of Rock 'N Roll.

Karen Durrant is world class entertainer & widely considered the world's #1 Tina Turner
impersonator, and has performed for audiences in excess of 10,000 people, as well as having
firmly established herself as one of the most sought-after tribute artists in the world, entertaining
in the finer Casino show rooms in North America, sold out Concert venues, and numerous
corporate events.

This TINA TURNER Show is second to none and Karen immediately connects the moment she
hits the stage. She consistently delivers 110% of the highest quality performance, energy, and
audience interaction as evidenced in the videos.

LEGENDARY LADIES OF SOUL: Along with her very capable and talented back-up vocalists
she also offers dynamic and authentic tributes and superb recreations of Donna Summer, The
Supremes, The Pointer Sisters, Dream Girls, Gladys Knight & The Pips and, Martha Reeves &
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The Vandellas & even Aretha.

These are shows that depending on budget can be performed with a top-notch live back up
band, or, performed to track with accompaniment on CD. Regardless of which format is
selected, this is one powerhouse of a performer and entertainer you will not soon forget and,
who is constantly re-booked for subsequent events once Client's have experienced the MAGIC
of a stage performance by Karen Durrant.

For more information & booking Karen Durrant, contact us. *Note that fees are dependent on
location, venue, amount of travel, track show or live 4 piece band accompaniment with 2
backing vocalists. Fee range indicated is for events in southern Ontario, Canada. Karen
performs all over North America. We respond to only serious, booking-related inquiries.
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